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BOSS PORTFOLIOS: MMICIPAL SECURITIES

Mr. geogren;

The objectives for this portion of your program which is devoted 

to bond portfolios with special reference to municipal securities are, as 

I see it, threefold. In the first place, there will be a brief discussion 

of the statistics concerning back investments in municipals. la this 

discussion you will be furnished a frame of reference for evaluating the 

position of your District in the national picture. Also, the District« 

vide data will be broken down by State so that ym  will have some landmarks 

for identifying more particularly the situation in the various areas where 

you may be working. Secondly, we propose to review and discuss some 

specific questions concerning bank Investment programs and the analysis of 

securities for the purpose of ascertaining credit quality. By this means 

we hope to round out some points of view that may be helpful to you in the 

preparation of comments for Page 2 of the examination report form. It is 

our feeling that the effectiveness of this part of the examination report 

form can be definitely increased. Finally, we shall enlist your cooperation 

in outlining a program that would be useful to you in meeting problems 

involving the analysis of particular credits In bank portfolios in this 

area.

F&Bf X

Factual Background of Bank Investments 

In this discussion cur attention will center entirely on the 

postwar period, that now covers more than a decade and for all practical 

purposes the situation in the 1930* s and during the war period can only be
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of academic interest. So far as you are concerned, the recent trends are 

the important atm*. Of these you should be familiar so that yon may Judge 

the position of a bank under examination.

Over the period between 19U6 and 1956 total assets of the insured 

commercial banks Increased from approximately $151 billion to $20% billion« 

As regards investments, however, the notable development in the postwar 

period has been the overall shrinkage In the holdings of United States 

Government bonds and the rise in the municipal segment of the investment 

portfolios« To be sure, the magnitudes are of a very different order* The 

Federal portfolio declined from about $83 billion to $56 billion, whereas 

the municipal portfolio Increased from about $% billion to $13 billion*

Admittedly the dollar amount of change in municipal holdings is 

not great as compared with the various components In the asset structure 

of the banking business* nevertheless, the rapidity of the Increase In 

bank holdings of these credits has presented Examiners with a variety of 

problems that are quite perplexing* More banks now hold municipal bonds 

than ever before and the individual portfolios tend to be larger*

nationwide Trends in Bank Holdings of MaatieipalsWli ... ............................................... imm MWmiWBl
All insured commercial banks held 6*2 percent of their total 

assets in the form of municipals in 195& us compared with 2*6 percent in 

19%6* In both years, however, municipal holdings of basks In the Fifth 

District stood at the head of the list* la 19%6 these banks had committed 
%*7 percent of their total assets to municipals* This compares with 

7*5 percent la 1956.
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Although the Insured comaaercial hanks of the Fifth District have 

a larger Investment la municipals relative to total assets than hanks ia 

other Districts, the fact remains that the rate of growth over the postwar 

decade had been somewhat less. For example, municipal holdings for insured 

commercial hanks ia District #1 increased from 1.1 percent of total assets 
to 6*h percent, and District #12 holdings Increased from b.O percent to 
6.3 percent. However, the dollar amount involved la the Fifth District 

portfolios, while substantial, is exceeded by several of the Districts with 

lower investments relative to total assets.

Ia these circumstances, it is quite clear that Examiners la the 

Fifth District will be obliged to pay much attention to the municipal 

portfolio.

Trends ia the Fifth District

When World War XI case to a close insured commercial banks in the 

Fifth District held about $3 billion of Doited States Government obligations 
la their portfolios ami approximately a quarter of a billion dollars 

obligations of States aad subdivisions. Tea years later the holdings of 

Halted States Government obligations had declined almost a half a billion 

dollars. But the municipal segment of investment portfolios had increased 

about 2} times to approximately seven-tenths of a billion dollars.

notwithstanding the very substantial increase of total assets la 

the banks of the District from approximately $6 billion to $9 billion, the 

proportion of the total committed to municipal securities increased even 

more rapidly. At the beginning of the period k, J percent of total assets
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were comprised by the municipal se^asnt of the investment portfolio, whereas 

at the end of the period this percentage had increased to 7.$ percent# So 

there is no question but that ve can veil afford to devote sane time to 

this phase of bank investment operations*

For the States within the Fifth District during the 1946-1956 

period, some interesting development* have occurred with reference to the 

municipal holdings of the Insured commercial banks* Throughout the period 

the Mississippi banks continued at the head of the list in ten» of the 

relative importance of municipals in the asset structure of the banks# la 

lÿ»6 these banks invested 11*2 percent of their assets is municipals as 

compared with 13*9 percent at the close of the decade. Ihe other States 

in the District, however, experienced a much »©re rapid change in the 

relative importance of municipal holdings. For exmaple, in Georgia 

2*2 percent of total assets were committed to municipals in 1946 m  compared 

with 5*2 percent in 1956* For Florida, the corresponding percentages were 

3*6 mod 6.5, respectively, and for Alabama 5.7 percent and 9*2 percent*
The insured commercial banks in Florida now are the largest 

holders of municipals measured in terms of dollars for any State in the 

Fifth District* These holdings totaled about one-fourth of a billion 

dollars in 1956* The growth in the dollar amount of the portfolio for the 

Florida banks was especially marked over the decade* In 1956 Florida 

municipal holdings had increased to shout 3} times the 1946 total of 
approximately #70 million.

Thus, within the Fifth District the figures reveal that the 

importance of municipals in the asset structure of Mississippi banks has
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Increased only Moderately with the growth in the alee of the entire banking 

structure* For other State« there ha« been a ouch more rapid growth both 

ia relative importance and the absolute volume of municipal securities«

How it is interesting to speculate briefly about this behavior of 

municipal portfolios within the Fifth District* It is a feet that the 

Corporation has placed great stress upon our work in the field of 

Mississippi municipals. Historically, the emphasis that has been placed 

upon this work stems fro® the very large part that the municipal portfolio 

has played in the asset structure of Mississippi banks. It any very w e n  

be that much more emphasis should be placed upon your work with the municipal 

portfolios in the other States of the Fifth District. Surely the absolute 

and the relative growth ia the portfolio# suggest that work be done along 

these lines.

FAST II

Key Questions for Portfolio mid Securities Analysis 

As Bank Examiners, it seems to me that your work with the 

municipal segment of the investment portfolio can best be brought to sharp 

focus ia the comments on Page 2 of the examination report. Here there Is 

an opportunity to vezhalise the results of your review and analysis«

Moreover, this is the part of the report that is most likely to be studied 

carefully by the officers mad directors of the bank*

It is a fact that the steps to be taken in analysing an investment 

program and fudging the credit quality of individual securities are quite 

complicated* Frequently the analytical process involves seme rather 

detailed computations» Unless the results can be expressed in sis^le
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atraXghtforvard Xaaguags, «XX of yoar wort, any cesa© to oought laereXy because 
ÜO OM il — Of tbS tov n«a»»lŷ  thß Fi«$ 2

tfhiio ^ ¿o ao-fe prctead to hav© read t great asuty mt

raparti preparad la the Ptfth District, som  of tbaa bave p&ssed through »y 

iiiods# By wift large> X kaow that Exauiaers moke a gomH«f affort to asa 
thè comenta oa Pag© 2 aa an affective tool of baok supervisión. There are 

frtoitff when the psragraphs devot ed to the lavestaeat progrsn «a^ *»< p**i

»ecurities are exceptiooally good, Hovever, it ls uy hope that sona dis* 

cussloo of provocative questiona to be covered by these coment* will easble 

you as individual Kxaminers to iaprove the quality of your reporte*

Investment Policy
Broadly speakiag# au u*tt»*»er carry tvo tests ia «iná «üben

he is ns sin sn1 tig the condition of a bsak geaeral-Iy or of aay segasat of ita 

asset structure. Xa the first place, he shouXd questteo the quality of the 

asseto* Üfce ouly appropriate comltasat for thè resources of a back are 

asseta that neasure up to high qualitative Standards* Such asseta previde 

aa eloneut of stafeillty that vili eaable the back to avoid losaos. ttolike 

«est other typea of eatarprlse# large aad uapredictable losaos caaaot be 

readiXy absorbed by the capi tali saticni of baaks*

Aa a secoad iaportaat test of a bank*a condition, tisi Examlaer 

should alvays be alert to the provisious vith respeot to llquidlty* Sven 

aere thaa la other typos of saterprlss, a baak's poaition bocones uateaable 

If lt does aot bave «a asset structure which assurea thè caeh flov aecess&ry 

to coaduct a volume of business vith a «orgia adjustabla to unpredietable
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happening*. Hour with these tests in mind— quality of assets and 

liquidity— let us turn sore specifically to a consideration of some questions 

to be asked by the Examiner shea he reviews the beak's municipal portfolio. 

These questions would be equally appropriate if levelled at say other 

aegment of the asset structure.

Section S of the examination report now has a question with 

respect to the investment policy statement of the bank under examination.

Whan the Examiner finds that a bank does not have a satisfactory policy, it 

seems to me that the situation would call for a rather detailed consent on 

Page 2 of the report. In this comment the Examiner could provide earn 
helpful suggestions and give sene encouragement for a remedial effort.

the hoped for result of a detailed comment on a beak's investment 

policy would be to encourage some constructive thinking by the bank's 

officers and directors. Over the course of successive examinations It may 

be possible for the Examiner to direct his Page & comments at various 

features of an investment program, this may succeed in stimulating the 
development of a well-rounded and satisfactory policy.

Mr. Thompson:

The asking of questions concerning a bank's investment policy 

will stimulate thought along such lines by the banker.

Sot all policies which are being followed will be reduced to 

writing, or entered in the minute books, but there may still be wen-defined 

limits which the bank observes.
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Xu cases «bare a large volume of critical comments wist be 

written «bout a bank’s bond account, there nay either be actually no policy, 

or there «ay be a poor one. These are the cases at which considerable 

effort should be directed la writing consents about investment policy. Of 

course, only high quality bonds should be considered at all*

Among the ¡natters to be cowered by ea investment policy are the 

distribution of the account among U# 3« Government issues, agency lames, 

municipals, and others* This oust also take into account the bank’s loan 

demands and practices* Ratings to be purchased night sell be cowered, as 

night the geographical area to be considered* Of wary great importance Is 

the maturity schedule, and the quantity of short-term governments to be 

carried to provide immediate liquidity* The maximum concentration to be 

permitted in individual issues is a natter of Importance. If all of these 

things, and others which nay suggest theaselves appear to be poorly 

selected, cur not selected at all, the Examiner’s consents can go a long 

way toward stimulating seme thought by the bank to straighten out Its 

iovestnsnt account*

Mr* Sengrea asked whether Examiners should start a wholesale 

program to encourage definite investment policies in banks* Mr* Thompson 

thought it would be all right in the larger banks but not in the smaller 

ones* Xn regard to credit quality, Mr* Thompson brought up the question 

of whether fourth ratings are better than unrated securities* There are 

many fourth ratings in Mississippi and a banker might have to go outside 

the State to obtain higher ratlage* He was of the opinion that a banker 

should be criticised if all of hie secoritiee are unrated and fourth 

ratings*
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Hr» Bmcmrmi 
Bizm

Warn you review a bank« a commitment in municipal securities, 

inevitably the question arises; la tba site of tbia portfolio appropriate 

for the bank under examination? This la cun especially knotty problem 

because it la concerned vith a determination that cannot be quantified in 

any entirely aatlafactory Banner»

from time to time the comments on rage 2 suggest that the bank 

has committed an unduly large portion of its funds to municipal securities» 

Some point of reference is needed, and commonly accepted ones are 

percentages representing the average amount of bank assets committed to 

this type of credit tor all banks in the United States, or some subdivision 

such as geographical area or type of bank. There Is some point to 

comparisons based upon these percentages because it is important to ascertain 

departure from normal behavior patterns. In my opinion, it is not 

sufficient merely to call attention to these departures. Much more 

detailed analysis is needed to form a judgment as to vfcether the departure 

is mound or unsound.

It Is not enough to comment that 10$, or 19$, or 20$ of a bank's 

assets consist of municipals. By itself that means nothing, for instance, 

if loans are only 10$. The total of the tuo mould than be less than the 

aver&ge bank has in loans. But a heavy investment in municipals must be 

related to the bank* s liquidity, maturity distribution, loan policies, and 

general degree of financial knovledge •
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Mr* H t a g m :

Maturity Distribution
Earlier in this discussion you will recall that stress was placed 

upon the Importance of quality and liquidity in the asset structure of a 

bank. The facilities for converting the municipal segment of a bank* s 

investment portfolio into cash by sale in the market place are poorly 

developed* Banks should be reminded again and again that as a practical 

matter the schedule of maturities in the portfolio is the only dependable 

source of cash inflow* Sound investment practices call for a maturity 

pattern that is consistent with the anticipated cash requirements*

tip to now no one has suggested a better plan for arranging the 

maturities of a municipal portfolio than the simple 5-to-T year rollover 

program that t am certain is familiar to all of you* The proceeds from 

each year's maturities can then be reinvested or used for other purposes* 

depending upon the situation confronting the bank* Hot only does this 

rollover program provide a measure of independence from the market place* 

but it also enables the bank to achieve a rate of return on its municipal 

investments that reflects the average yields available in the market over 

a period of years* This mechanical arrangement prevents backs from 

embarking on speculations over interest rate trends in the money market.

Most banks in my part of the country are trying to follow a ten- 

year rollover program* So many that in fact they find it hard to locate 

ten-year bonds* and some are going to 12 or 13 years* Maybe this is all 

right if it is compensated for by buying some 7 and 8 year bonds to offset,
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and particularly if a substantial volume of short-term governments due 

within one year are carried. But any substantial lengthening of maturities 

most be compensated for in this bracket*

I personally don’t feel that we have a great deal of room for 

criticism if 50?6 of a bank’s account is due within 5 years, with a 

reasonable portion of this due within one year.

Mr. Freeman suggested that a 10-year rollover program would be 
all right if the bank had a low loan account. Hr. Hengren agreed, and 

Mr. Thompson said also that if the bank has short-term U. 3. Securities 
it can extend the maturities of State, County, and Municipals. Mr.

Freeman commented that the composition of deposits would also be a factor* 

Longer maturities could be held if substantial time deposits are carried* 

Mr. Hengren cautioned that maturity of securities should not be considered 

alone— a look must also be taken at other factors. Mr. Jones cited a 

problem one bank had* It was a bank with $2«at total assets, with about 

$1,00011 in time deposits* Interest rate of 3$ required $30,000 a year for 
interest payments alone. This is a temptation to the bank to Invest in 

long-term maturities that cany a higher yield.

Mr. Hengren;

Concentrations

In studying the municipal holdings of a bank the Examiner is 

always confronted with the question: Bo we have here a concentration that 

aa©uats to a serious credit exposure? «hat criteria may be employed in 

identifying these concentrations? These may exist in terms of individual 

issuers of securities, geographical areas, and types of obligations. 

However, concentrations may also exist in other forms.
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Hr. Thompson:

What is to be considered a concentration? Are all concentrations 

bad? Government issues? Agency issues? Municipals?

There must be some discretion In stmt is scheduled as a 

concentration. How many other concentrations are there in the bank? If 
there are none, a moderate*sized one might well be omitted, but if the 

account consisted of a series about the smm  size, they might all be 

scheduled.

What size investment should be considered a concentration? 50$, 
1*0$, 30$, 20$ or what?

How about using generally the bank's loan limit, subject to 

sone discretion?

A substandard issue even smaller might be shown. But a well-rated 

State obligation of the same or larger size might be deserving of no 

comment.

Where possible, comments should also be directed at more than 

mere size. They should reflect low quality, mad long maturities, as well 

as any other unfavorable aspects. Hefrain from grouping issues which are 

only superficially related*

Mr. Thompson also said that Examiner Wever had made a suggestion 

of merit in regard to the schedule of concentrations. Mr. Wever suggested 

that it would be of benefit to have the securities concentrations scheduled 

near the section of the report pertaining to securities instead of Including 

them with other concentrations that are presently located in the loans 

section. Mr. Hengren was heartily in favor of the proposal because he had 

been having trouble locating the schedule in Beports of Examination.
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Mr. Hengren?

Valuation Reserves

Owing to tax considerations the valuation reserve« to protect the 

securities account have grown very substantially la recent years. As a 

matter of fact, there is same question as to the wisdom of earmarking 

these reserve accounts# la other words, a reserve, irrespective of the 

reason for which it was originally established can he used to absorb a loss 

whether it occurs In the investment portfolio or among the loans and 

discounts, fhere are a aun&er of questions that we might consider as 

regards the slse of valuation reserves and the steps that the Examiner 

might take to encourage their accumulation.

Mr. Thompson:

Existing market depreciation may be used as a strong selling 

point for the establishment of valuation reserves on securities.

Banks are now buying bonds carrying pretty good yields. It might 

be a good time to bring home the idea that if in the future these same 

bonds are sold at a profit, such profits should be put la reserve to take 

care of future declines in bond prices.

From time to time you will encounter repurchase agreements in the 

banks under examination. Let us talk a few minutes shout the nature of these 

agreements. Possibly we ean make some use of Page 2 comments in connection 

with these arrangements.
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Mr. Thompson;

Repurchase agreement© in connection with securities sold are 

nothing hut a form of borrowing. They are to be reported as such in 

Reports of Condition, and Interest Paid on Borrowings Is also to reflect 

such interest as Is involved, on the Earnings and Dividend Reports.

The difficulty is in discovering the existence of such 

agreements* Often correspondent banks fail to answer questions concerning 

them properly on tracer© sent them. {Mr. Jones pointed out that Incorrect 

answers on the officer’s questionnaire also might prevent discovery.)

Securities so sold should be included in the bond account, with 

the offset in Borrowings.

Bank should have a copy of such agreements In its file, and It 

should carry the bonds and show borrowings on its statement. Bone that X 
m  familiar with do so, however.

Mr. Thompson said that securities sold with only an option to 

repurchase did not represent borrowings.

Mr. Beagreni

Turning now from our consideration of bank investment policies 

generally, let us review briefly a few of the central questions that the 

Examiner can use effectively in determining the quality of specific 

credits. In the event that an Issue is deemed to be unsuited for bank 

investment, the answer to the crucial question in this determination w in 

serve as a basis for the examiner* s spécifié comment supporting the 

classification in the examination report. There may be times, however,
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¥hen a defect la a security or a group of aecurities sübjeet to 

classification «ay bacooa so general throughoui tbe portfolio tbat It «auld 

^ustify K m  cooænt on Paga 2 of the «ranination report itself. Possibiy 

it eould be helpful to consider a fmr illustrations.

Adéquate Crédit Files

Crédit files witfc sufficient lafomatioa to diaelose the qualtty 
* '• J. ’ u V • ' ;'*v. ",v* y ' ** ; . * ; • . ** v-** • V/*' • v. v

of securities la a baok’s inrestaeat portfolio are aleays recognised as 

essentiel* Sotwitbstaodiag this fact, occasionally m  examiner «111 
encouater a situation wfcere the obligations of eenparativeiy unkaowa laauers 

bave beea acquired for investaaent purposes. The baok vill not bave 

pertinent crédit inforaatlon nor « L U  it be able to point to tbe existence 

of snob data la satisfactory forts elseuherej for mam&Le, in the film of 

a correspondent baak or, for tbet natter, even in tbe banda of security 

dealers. $0 be sure, tbe baak aaaageneat any entertain som  belief tbat 

it uaderstsads the crédits it bas assaaâiled in ita inveetneat portfolio, 

bat it negr not be & le to nafce a very convinciag daaonstratioa of tbis 

knowledge*

, Ubat the exaainer do in tbese cireusaténcsst

tbeee issues be classifled as uaeulted for baak lanreshaents?

Saal.1 banks do not bave mueb opporfcunity to develop good crédit 

files on «ualcipals# Hovever, tbey can retain circuler» recelved frca 

bond dealers on Issues purcbased or held* ïhey caa froa tins to tiæ eut 

ont nevspaper articles which contain valaable information, and In
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Mississippi they can maintain the data sheets seat out by the State 

Banking Department.

Mechanical Tests of Credit Quality

In determining the credit quality of the municipal Issues, the 

basic question to be answered can be phrased in very simple terms: Will 

the Issuer be able to service the debt according to its team and at the 

same time provide a sufficient margin of protection so that bond holders 

may consider themselves veil protected against the possibility of default 

either as to principal or interest payments? Practical difficulties arise 

when the Examiner sets out to answer this question in specific instances.

In order to finish his Job in a reasonable length of time the 

Examiner is disposed to look for some readily applicable mechanical tests 

to determine the investment quality of Issues in the bank portfolio. This 

opens up the whole question of the appropriateness of financial ratios for 

Judging credit quality.

Every competent student of credit analysis will agree that 

financial ratios are valuable tools in analytical work. As indicators of 

sound or unsound conditions they may be helpful in forming a Judgment. But 

it seems rather clear that the heart of the analytical process is the 

Judgment rather then the manipulation of arithmetical computations. One 

cannot emphasise too strongly that it is a mistake to attempt to classify 

securities on the basis of a ratio or a set of ratios. There will always 

be exceptions to any standard that can be applied mechanically.
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nevertheless, these ratios may he of some guidance to the 

Examiner* Hour can they facilitate his work?

Mr. Thompson;

There are just too many variables la hood situations to make any 

hard and fast rules workable* Property assessments vary widely* Income 

statistics are so different for a number of units that no automatic test 

can he relied upon* Z think that you just have to try to find what 

element has real significance sad hase your analysis on It*

Mr. Hengrea:

3frpes of Municipal Issues
What should the Examiner’s attitude he with regard to the type 

of obligation found in the hank’s municipal portfolio? Should general 

obligations which carry the pledge of the full faith and credit of the 

issuer be given seme preferences? Are obligations arising out of business 

type activities such as sewer and water utility revenue bonds of lower 

standing than general obligations floated by the same community? How 

about these hybrid issues which combine some of the characteristics of 

general obligations as well as revenue issues?

Mr* Thompson?

By no means are all general obligations better than revenue bonds 

of the asm city or unit, or vice versa* Don’t be dogmatic ©a such a 

matter, or you will frequently be badly wrong*
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Mr. Heogrea;

To sui up, then, & Page 2 comment would seea to be indicated 

whenever the Examiner encounters sons evidence of general weakness in the 

bank's overall investment policy, or in the methods followed by a bank in 

analyzing the quality of the credits that make up the Investment portfolio« 

It may very sell be that the educational value of a consent in this part of 

the report would be greater than repeated notes in the stated reasons for 

classifying individual issues.

PART III

Updating the Pregara» for Municipal Credit Analysis in the fifth District

Over the years the Securities Unit in the Washington Office has 

maintained a fair coverage in analysing Mississippi municipal credits* Its 

work in connection with the Florida situation has been much less systematic 

and as a matter of fact in recent years scarcely updated at all. For the 

other States in the District little or no work has been dime.

At this time It would seas appropriate to review the situation 

and to obtain your suggestions for redirecting our activities, if that is 

indicated. Earlier in this discussion you will recall that there was 

mention of the very rapid growth in municipal portfolios over the past 

decade, especially in Florida and Georgia* What does this mean in tenas 

of the Exasdaer' s work? Are there troublesome situations that should be 

covered by credit analysis?
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